
 Avoid complex architecture: think simple!

o Be as symmetric as possible

Be consistent regarding technical specifications 
and environment of your model

Duplicate set of programs using functions or 
modules

 

Use visual identification like icons or model view 
feature to provide something ergonomic

This document aims to sum up and present a list of 
good practices regarding model design and utilization 
with ADDACTIS® Modeling. By applying these good 
practices, model designers will ensure consistency 
of their models and facilitate their maintenance and 
understanding.

Please note that the following list is not exhaustive 
and will be improved with time. Moreover, all the tips 
described below are not applicable to all models, so 
users should keep their judgment and adapt things if 
necessary.
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Global view

Thinking before doing

As the way to optimize it sounds 
fundamental to think about what 
you want to do before doing 
it: have a vision on interaction 
between model objects for 
instance.

You can classically separate you model project 
in 3 main parts : the assumption part which will 
contain all excel assumptions elements, the 
calculation part where you will calculate all your 
variables, and the reporting part, where you will 
put results together.
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Advice Example

Have a simple construction 
and names

It’s really important to be as 
simple as possible when you 
build your model. It must be the 
same thing for objects names.

Advice Example

Before re-mastering the ESG, the team in charge 
has prepared a scheme of all required bricks and 
flow then written the specifications of each brick.
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Symmetric organization

Symmetry principle is very 
essential to make your model 
more understandable. The more 
your model will have common 
sub structure the more, the 
learning cost will be reduced.

When you want to obtain SCR of main risks in 
Solvency 2 Standard Formula, you can suggest 
the same structure of table to gather SCR sub 
module: 

Advice Example

Modules and functions 
replication

The use of module or function 
in order to duplicate set of 
program or specific actions 
are also a good way to organize 
the Addactis Modeling project. 
It allows the user to formalize 
some ongoing code lines.

If you plan to have several products in the case of 
the P&L global calculation for an entity, it sounds 
better to program a product module than develop 
separate and individual set of programs. 

Advice Example
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With functional organization

It seems important to keep a 
model structure close to the 
functional organization you 
want to represent.

Advice Example

If you want to calculate SCR, it sounds logical to 
make the same architecture as the Solvency 2 
Standard formula tree. In addition, if you want to 
represent the activity of a group, it sounds good to 
distinguish group layer, entity layer and products 
layers in your model architecture.

Being
consistent

With interacted object

It can be relevant to be consistent 
between the way you organize 
your excel assumption or 
reporting spreadsheet and the 
way you organize your item 
models.

Advice Example

In the main item assumption, you could create 
sub item named as the same way of the tab or 
your excel assumption spreadsheet. In the way, 
for each sub item, you could create section to 
distinguish the different part of your tab.



Icons

Iconography has a strong power 
on people understanding. Icons 
to identify item and instance in 
Addactis Modeling is a real plus, 
but be careful when you us it, 
because logos don’t mean the 
same thing for everyone. 

We suggest the classification below:

 Assumptions :

 Calculations :

 

 Reporting :

Visual 
identification
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Advice Example

In Windows directories

It is also important to insure 
yourself of a good architecture of 
your model in Addactis Modeling, 
than to build a good architecture 
in windows folders.

Advice Example

You can create folder to split up assumptions, reporting, 
documentations, modules, results as it presents just 
below:
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Sections

Section feature brings clearness 
into your Addactis Modeling 
calculations. It allows people to 
distinguish element or table of item 
and create sub group into the same 
item with the possibility to collapse 
or reduce the sub group list.

Advice Example

You want to make to make understand the way 
to you obtain the value of the  SCR Op in the case 
of the Standard Formula of Solvency 2, you can 
propose the following thing:

Model view

In Addactis Modeling project 
Model view is very useful to 
better understand interaction or 
simple links between instances. 
It seems appropriate to use as 
far as possible frames, colors, 
links, labels... It’s also very 
interesting to use it when you 
want to underline and have an 
overview of a classical model 
structure.
 

Model view can be used to bring forward the 
Solvency 2 tree architecture of your model:

Advice Example
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the ADDACTIS Way


